TUFTS TALKS
OBESITY
FROM THE BENCH TO THE WORLD

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 28TH
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Aviva Must, PhD:
"The Obesity Epidemic and Children with Autism
and other Developmental Disabilities"

Virginia Chomitz, PhD:
“Community-based Obesity Prevention Studies
in Boston Chinatown”

JOIN US IN PERSON:
ROOM M&V 240, PUBLIC HEALTH AND COMMUNITY
MEDICINE, 136 HARRISON AVENUE, BOSTON
OR JOIN US VIRTUALLY USING WEBEX

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE BIT.LY/TUFTSTALKSOBESITY
EMAIL SHANTI.SHARMA@TUFTS.EDU

A monthly talk brought to you by
the Tufts Global Obesity Collaborative (T-GOC)